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Abstract
We applied a four-state stochastic process to decipher the natural infectious process of SARS-CoV-2
superimposed with the disease axis of pre-symptomatic, asymptomatic, and symptomatic states. So
doing provides new insights into how pre-symptomatic transmission and the proportion of asymptomatic
cases have been affected by SARS-CoV-2 variants, NPIs, and vaccination. We �tted the proposed model
to empirical data on imported COVID-19 cases from D614G to Omicron between March 2020 and Jan
2022 in Taiwan. The pre-symptomatic incidence rate was the highest for Omicron followed by Alpha,
Delta, and D614G. The median pre-symptomatic transmission time (MPTT) (in days) increased from 3.45
(�rst period) ~ 4.02(second period) of D614G until 3.94 ~ 4.65 of VOC Alpha before vaccination but
dropped to 3.93 ~ 3.49 of Delta and 2 days (only �rst period) of Omicron after vaccination. The MPTT of
the second re-surge was longer than the �rst surge for each variant before vaccination but this
phenomenon disappeared for Delta after vaccination. The proportion of asymptomatic cases increased
from 29% of D-614G period to 59.2% of Omicron. Modelling pre-symptomatic incidence and transmission
time evolving with SARS-CoV-2 variants throws light on the underlying natural infectious properties of
variants and also reveals how their properties are affected by vaccination and NPIs.

1. Introduction
While most of countries and regions have provided a variety of mitigation strategies for containing the
epidemic of SARS-CoV-2 during Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic, they are faced with the
evolution of a series of SARS-CoV-2 variants from the wild type, D614G, and various kinds of VOCs
including Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta, and Omicron.

It is well acknowledged that infectious properties such as generation time, series interval, latency, and
incubation period varied with SARS-CoV-2 variants according to several previous studies that have
already modelled the dynamics of infectious process for estimating the parameters of these infectious
properties (Ali et al. 2022, Park et al. 2021, Pung et al. 2021, Campbell et al. 2021).

While these epidemic modelling studies have provided valuable information on contact patterns,
transmissibility, and infectious period that form the evidence-based scheduled quarantine and isolation it
is very rare to map such an intrinsic infectious process with the disease axis characterize by pre-
symptomatic, symptomatic, and asymptomatic statuses of COVID-19 patients that are particularly useful
for designing practical mitigation strategies. To have a better understanding of such a link between the
intrinsic infectious process and the phenotypes of disease statuses plays an important role in epidemic
investigation and contact tracing of cluster infection and also provides precision testing with reverse
transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) in conjunction with the scheduled interval for
quarantining and isolating in order to reduce the subsequent community-acquired outbreaks. For
instance, it would be very interesting to model transmission time from pre-symptomatic to symptomatic
phase as the longer the pre-symptomatic transmission time the longer the interval for quarantine and
isolation of suspected cases is required. More importantly, as three disease statuses are affected by
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types of SARS-CoV-2 variants, the policy of NPI, and the administration of vaccine their in�uences can be
modelled by the reciprocal relationship on the incidence rate between pre-symptomatic (non-persistent
asymptomatic cases) and persistent asymptomatic cases. Since COVID-19 pandemic is a global health
issue making use of a series of chronological information on imported COVID-19 cases provides a clue to
throw light on these postulates.

We are motivated by applying the proposed stochastic process to the empirical data on Taiwanese
imported cases from various countries and regions worldwide in different periods in parallel with the
evolution of SARS-CoV-2 variants, the change in NPI, and the administration of vaccination. Using
imported cases gives a clue to the global pro�les of SARS-CoV-2 infection and containment measures
during COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, our Taiwanese dataset provides a natural opportunity to model
natural infectious process and disease progression from pre-symptomatic phase to symptomatic phase,
on which we are based to provide evidence-based precision test and scheduled quarantine and isolation.

2. Methods

2.1 The Stochastic Model for Infectious Process of the
Imported COVID-19 Case
Let X(t) denote a random variable for the state at time t realized by four states de�ned within state space,
Ω = {uninfected (state 1), pre-symptomatic phase (PSP) (state 2), symptomatic phase (SP) (state 3), and
asymptomatic phase (ASP) (state 4)}. Given time t, PSP and ASP belong to symptom-free state but the
distinction between PSP and ASP is that the former would progress to SP (non-persistent asymptomatic)
whereas the latter would remain free of symptom after infection (persistent asymptomatic).
Figure 1shows the entire infectious process from exposure to infectives, through ASP or PSP until SP for
the imported COVID-19 cases accompanied with time to exposure, the arrival time, and the duration of
quarantine and isolation of those suspected infectives.

There are several assumptions made for the proposed four-state stochastic process that are supposed to
be biologically plausible.

1. The proposed model is progressive from uninfected to SP.
2. ASP would not surface to SP and can only be detected through RT-PCR test.

Note that there is a fraction of patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 will not present any clinical symptoms.
We therefore applied the idea of competing risk model to PSP and ASP for those infected. Infected
subjects, when going through the pathway of PSP, would have a �nite infectiousness time from PSP to
SP.

Following the random process of X(t), Fig. 1 also sketches an illustration of natural course of infection for
n passengers from time staying abroad until the end of quarantine and isolation. They consisted of r
imported COVID-19 cases and (n-r) susceptible individuals. As shown in Fig. 1, suppose the ith enrolled
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individual had been in close contact with three types of COVID-19 infectives (including symptomatic, pre-
symptomatic, and possible asymptomatic cases) (Ferretti et al. 2020) while staying abroad since
calendar time t1 (departure time). Upon the arrival time (t2), this individual may have four possible
outcomes as de�ned within Ω from the date of exposure to the date of arrival governed by the infectious
course of SARS-CoV-2 infection.

We are very interested in estimating three parameters deriving from the above-mentioned four-state
stochastic process. These include the incidence rate of pre-symptomatic and asymptomatic CPOVID-19
and the hazard from pre-symptomatic to symptomatic phase. The parameter of the latter will be
converted to the median pre-symptomatic transmission time (MPTT). The proportion of asymptomatic
cases will be also computed by using these parameters.

2.2 Empirical Data
To model the infectious process in connection with the four-state disease model of COVID-19, we targeted
the imported cases of COVID-19 among inbound passengers around the world �own into Taiwan between
March 2020 and Jan 2022. We divided the study period into seven epochs to cover different periods of
emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants including the D614G, Variant of Concern (VOC) Alpha, and Delta, and the
recent VOC Omicron. The seven epochs were named according to the corresponding dominant SARS-
CoV-2 variants as follows.

D614G-1: March-June 2020

D614G-2: July-September 2020

Alpha-1: October-December 2020

Alpha-2: January-May 2021

Delta-1: June-August 2021

Delta-2: September-November 2021

Omicron-1: December 2021-January 2022

It should be noted that we excluded domestic cases because they may contain unknown origin of contact
history that may preclude us from estimating the relevant parameters governing the natural history of
COVID-19. For each con�rmed case, we retrieved data from a repository summarizing the information on
imported cases reported by the Central Epidemic Command Center (CECC) in Taiwan (TCDC, 2020). In
addition to personal attributes including age and sex, the time stamped on the date of arrival and
departure from foreign countries, date of arrival at Taiwan, date of the occurrence of clinical symptoms,
and date of RT-PCR test performed were abstracted from the CECC press. It should be noted that as the
majority of inbound passengers are Taiwan residents who had been abroad and �own back after
business the period between the date of departure and the date of arrival can be exploited for estimating
three parameters of interest as below. We can also assume the date of departure would stay in the
uninfected state because they would be requested for negative RT-PCR test negative before departure.
Therefore, although the exactly date of exposure is unknown it can be assumed the date of exposure
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must lie between the date of departure and the date of arrival. This forms the basis for building up the
likelihood functions as below for estimating pre-symptomatic incidence and the median time of pre-
symptomatic transmission. Following the guideline of Taiwan CECC, for subject with suspected
symptoms of COVID-19 including fever, cough, short of breath, fatigue, myalgia, diarrhea, and anomaly in
smell and test, they would be tested for SARS-CoV-2 infection with RT-PCR twice within 24 hours. For
inbound passengers without symptoms, it is mandatory for these subjects to be isolated for quarantine
for 14 days. The quarantined subjects will be tested for SARS-CoV-2 upon the occurrence of suspected
symptoms during their 14-day quarantine (Taiwan Centers for Disease Control 2021). Information on the
origin of country/region for the inbound cases were also collected. Supported by the empirical data of
timeline through COVID-19 symptom development, we estimated the rates of progression from pre-
symptomatic phase to symptomatic phase. Data on the number of passengers arrived at Taiwan with the
information on the departure countries were retrieved from the open data source of Ministry of
Transportation and Communications, Taiwan and Ministry of the Interior National Immigration Agency,
Taiwan.

2.3 Transition probabilities of state transition
Let I(t) and i(t) represent cumulative distribution function (CDF) and probability density function (pdf) of
being infected and staying in the PSP, namely the transition from state 1 to state 2 at time t. The two
corresponding functions for the progression from PSP to SP (transition from state 2 to state 3) are
denoted by F(t) and f(t). Let A(t) and a(t) denote both CDF and pdf for the occurrence of asymptomatic
COVID-19.

The transition probabilities from uninfected to pre-symptomatic, symptomatic, and asymptomatic, and of

staying in uninfected in the time interval of t1, t2  are derived with the following stochastic integration

formula.

P12 t1, t2 = ∫ t2
t1

i s − t1 × 1 − F t2 − s × 1 − A s − t1 ds

1

Equation (1) represents the transition probability from state 1 (uninfected) to state 2 (PSP) between t1

and t2. The �rst and second element inside the integral of Eq. (1) indicate the process for an infected
individual who entered into the PSP at calendar time s since time t1 (the date of departure) as shown in
Fig. 1 but has not developed into SP yet until time t2. The third element is not allowed to enter into the
ASP once become pre-symptomatic cases according to our model speci�cation.

P13 t1, t2 = ∫ t2
t1

i s − t1 × 1 − A s − t1 × F t2 − s ds

2

( )

( ) ( ) [ ( )] [ ( )]

( ) ( ) [ ( )] ( )
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Equation (2) is the transition probability for an individual who had been exposed at time t1 and entered
into PSP at time s (�rst element) and turn into symptomatic case at time t2 (second element). The third
element asserts that it would not be possible to go the pathway of being ASP from t1 to t2

P14 t1, t2 = ∫ t2
t1

a s − t1 × 1 − I s − t1 ds

3

Equation (3) is the transition probability for an individual who become asymptomatic at time s (�rst
element) and would not follow the pathway of progression from PSP to SP (second element).

The complementary probability for an individual staying uninfected state would be derived as follows.

P11 t1, t2 = 1 − P12 t1, t2 − P13 t1, t2 − P14 t1, t2

4

The most important information here is related to the probability of progression from PSP to SP in the
time interval between arrival (t2) and the end of quarantine (t3),

P23 t2, t3 = ∫ t3
t2f(r)dr

5

, which is equivalent to F t3 − t2 .

Equation (5) is to provide the transition probability for a pre-symptomatic individual who develops
symptoms at instantaneous time r during the time interval between t1 and t2.

2.4 Statistical Distribution of i(t) and f(t)
There are various statistical distributions that can be used for depicting each pdf of i(t), f(t), and a(t) as
indicated above. The simplest form follows the exponential distribution for each one of them
parameterized by λ1-λ3, which represent pre-symptomatic incidence rate, the progression rate from PSP to
SP, and asymptomatic incidence rate in the language of epidemiology. For pre-symptomatic and
asymptomatic rate, it would be very reasonable to use two Poisson distributions, an alternative
expression of exponential distribution in terms of counts during time interval, for capturing the two
parameters of each exponential distribution, λ1 and λ3, given the assumption of rare disease among a
large susceptible population.

For the progression rate from PSP to SP in relation to f(t), various forms can be adapted. According to the
distribution of viral load from PSP to SP from literature (Sethuraman et al. 2020), we reckon that the log-

( ) ( ) [ ( ) ]

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( )

( )
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logistic form seems more appropriate than others like the Weibull distribution form because it is more
likely to have a non-monotonic hazard function to describe the progression from pre-symptomatic to
symptomatic phase with time. With log-logistic form, it is possible to have a hazard function which
increases with time when disease progresses and turns to decrease beyond a time point when a patient
starts to recover (Collett 2003). The hazard function of log-logistic form is expressed as

h(t) =
eθκtκ −1

1+eθtκ  0 ≤ t, κ > 0 (6)

The cumulative risk of developing symptomatic phase from t1 to t2 can be written as follows,

F t1, t2 = 1 − 1 + eθ ∙ t2 − t1
κ −1

7

Despite this postulate, we attempt a serious of survival functions, including exponential and Weibull
distribution, to compare the resulting distribution of emerging symptomatic cases by time with that of
log-logistic form. Recall that the hazard from pre-symptomatic to symptomatic phase will be converted to
the median pre-symptomatic transmission time (MPTT).

2.5 Parameter estimation with Bayesian Markov Chain
Monte Carlo method underpinning
We used the Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method to estimate the incidence of pre-
symptomatic and asymptomatic COVID-19 and the transition from PSP to SP with time following various
distributions, including exponential, Weibull, and log-logistic distribution. For each model, the initial 5000
burn-in samples were discarded. Every 20th sample of the following 100,000 iterations was retained and
comprised the posterior distribution of parameters of interests. The posterior mean and 95% credible
interval of equal tails were reported for all estimates.

3. Results
Table 1 shows the estimated results of various four-state stochastic models with three corresponding
distributions of the infectiousness time from pre-symptomatic phase (PSP) to symptomatic phase (SP).
The estimated incidence of pre-symptomatic and asymptomatic cases was 131 (95% CI: 124, 139) and
122 (95% CI: 115, 130) per 100,000, respectively. For the transition from PSP to SP, the scale parameter of
the exponential model was estimated as 0.2217 (95% CI: 0.2034, 0.2412), yielding 3.13 das (95% CI: 2.87,
3.41) of median pre-symptomatic transmission time (MPTT) from PSP to SP (Fig. 2). For the log-logistic
model, the logit scale and shape parameters were estimated as -2.8675 (-3.1713, -2.5656) and 2.3420
(95% CI: 2.1590, 2.5295), leading to 3.40 days (95% CI: 3.15, 3.66) of MPTT. The corresponding
parameters for the Weibull form were 0.1405 (95% CI: 0.1152, 0.1692) and 1.2173 (95% CI: 1.1383,
1.2958), which gave 3.73 days (95% CI: 3.40, 4.06) of MPTT.

( ) ( ( ) )
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Table 1
Estimated results for time-varying transitions from pre-symptomatic to symptomatic COVID-19 of three

distribution modelled by using the four-state stochastic process
Transition rate Exponential model   Log logistic model   Weibull model

Estimate 95% CI   Estimate 95% CI   Estimate 95% CI

State 1◊State
2, λ1

0.00131 0.00124,
0.00139

  0.00133 0.00125,
0.00141

  0.00131 0.00124,
0.00139

State 2◊State
3, λ2(t)

               

Scale
parameter

0.2217 0.2034,
0.2412

  -2.8675 -3.1713,
-2.5656

  0.1405 0.1152,
0.1692

Shape
parameter

NA     2.3420 2.1590,
2.5295

  1.2173 1.1383,
1.2958

State 1◊State
4, λ3

0.00122 0.00115,
0.00130

  0.00118 0.00110,
0.00125

  0.00122 0.00115,
0.0013

Figure 2 shows the hazard function by time since exposure for these three models. The log-logistic form
revealed an increasing hazard in the �rst four days since exposure in contrast to the constant hazard for
the exponential form or the monotonic increasing hazard for the Weibull form.

The results of the DIC statistics show that log-logistic form for �tting the pre-symptomatic infectious time
had the lowest DIC (33597.59), followed by the Weibull distribution (33911.49) and the exponential
distribution (33940.65) (Table 2). The model allowing for the period effect led to a smaller DIC given each
of distribution, of which log-logistic still had the smallest DIC (31379.62). When we further considered
both effects of period and area, all the DICs were further reduced. Again, the log-logistic form still had the
smallest DIC (29255.44).

Table 2
The DIC statistics for the four-state stochastic models with and without the covariates of period and area

given three distributions of pre-symptomatic transmission time
Model Types of Distribution

Exponential Log
logistic

Weibull

Four-state stochastic model 33940.05 33597.59 33911.49

Four-state stochastic model regressing on period 31907.22 31379.62 31847.16

Four-state stochastic model regressing on period and area
with a shared area effect in the second D614G period

29747.89 29277.98 30048.61

Four-state stochastic model regressing on period and area 29718.81 29255.44 29706.91
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Figure 3 shows the heat map of the posterior mean of pre-symptomatic and asymptomatic incidence (per
1000 person-year), the proportion of asymptomatic cases, and the MPTT with adjustment for the period
effect, including the �rst D614G period, the second D614G period, the �rst VOC Alpha period, the second
VOC Alpha period, the �rst VOC Delta period, the second VOC Delta period, and the VOC Omicron. It is very
interesting to note that three surges of the incidence rate of being PSP (Fig. 3 (a)) �t in with the evolution
of the SARS-CoV-2 variants, namely, the old type dominated by the emerging variant. It can be clearly
seen that the transition from PSP to SP accelerated when the emerging variant pre-dominated whereas
the corresponding transition slowed down with a longer MPTT before the next emerging type (Fig. 3 (b)).
The MPTT of the �rst D614G (3.45 days) was shorter than that of the second (4.02 days). This was also
noted for VOC Alpha and Delta, while Omicron had the shortest MPTT (2.03 days) compared with other
SARS-CoV-2 variants. The VOC Omicron was still rampant in the �rst period and would be expected to
have the same pattern with a longer dwelling time afterwards. It is very interesting to see the proportion of
asymptomatic increased with periods (Fig. 3 (c)) before Omicron emerged. This could be in�uenced by
the administration of vaccine that led to more asymptomatic cases (Fig. 3 (d)). However, it could be also
attributed to the change of border control policy upon the request of negative test three days before
embarking at airport. The obvious decline of the proportion of asymptomatic cases after November 2021
was corresponding to the effect of vaccine waning after two-dose jabs across the world.

4. Discussion
The four-state stochastic process is proposed here to map the natural infectious process of SARS-CoV-2
infection with the dynamic of the disease axis captured by pre-symptomatic incidence, the distribution of
MPTT before the presence of symptoms, and the proportion of asymptomatic cases. It was further
applied to the empirical data on imported COVID-19 cases for different SARS-CoV-2 variants in
chronological order during COVID-19 pandemic.

Implications for modelling the dynamics of disease axis in terms of biological plausibility are several-
fold. First, the magnitude of pre-symptomatic incidence may cover main information on the axis of
infection that starts from exposure to infection and further becomes infectives for infecting other
susceptible persons, which may reveal the latency of virus replication and partial information on the
generation time between infector and infectee. Second, the duration of MPTIT may re�ect partial
information on generation time and partial information the incubation time before the presence
symptoms although our estimated MPTT may not be directly compared with the estimated generation
time and the incubation time from previous studies (Ali et al. 2022, Park et al. 2021, Pung and Mak 2021,
Hart et al. 2022, Abbott et al. 2022) as the de�nition is still different. Third, the separation of pre-
symptomatic cases from asymptomatic case is to avoid the confusion of conventional use in de�ning
asymptomatic cases in static property that actually consist of pre-symptomatic cases and asymptomatic
cases at certain time point of infection axis. It is very interesting to note that the reciprocal relationship
between the incidence rate of pre-symptomatic cases and asymptomatic cases by periods gives the
severity of each variant and the administration of vaccine for reducing severity. Fourth, the log-logistic
form suggests an increasing hazard for symptomatic phase in the initial days after being infected but
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decreasing after the peak time. From the viewpoint of biological plausibility, this is consistent with the
evidence that viral shedding changed over time since exposure (Sethuraman et al. 2020). The results of
short Delta and Omicron VOC compared with Alpha VOC are consistent with the lower generation time in
Delta VOC (Hart et al. 2022) and Omicron (Abbott et al. 2022).

Quantifying incidence of pre-symptomatic cases and MPTT also provides new insight into the translation
of the changes in these parameters into the effectiveness of containment measures given each variant.
Evaluation of these parameters in chronological order is indicative of the effectiveness of containment
measures including NPI, testing, and vaccination varying with period in parallel with the evolution of
SARS-CoV-2 variants. Such an application of the proposed model for developing the surveillance in
border control of imported cases has been demonstrated by using Taiwanese data on imported cases
which covered a range of SARS-CoV-2 variants from Alpha to Omicron between March 2020 and January
2022. The estimated results show that the incidence of the pre-symptomatic cases was aligned with the
epidemic curve globally, starting from the initial 109 per 100,000 passengers in the �rst D614G epoch,
dropping to 40 per 100,000 in the second D614G epoch due to the restriction of NPI, resurging to 163
when Alpha VOC preponderated, and decreasing to 117 in the second Alpha epoch. Both �ndings
revealed 63% and 28% effectiveness of NPIs for D614G and Alpha VOC, respectively, before vaccination.
The incidence rates of pre-symptomatic phase when vaccine is available were similar between two
epochs of the Delta period. However, it is contrary to the expectation of higher incidence of pre-
symptomatic cases for Delta compared with Alpha because the former should have higher transmission
than the latter in light of the estimated basic reproductive number (R0) reported in the previous studies
(Campbell et al. 2021, Liu et al. 2021). The decline in the absolute incidence rate of Delta compared with
that of Alpha indicated the possible effectiveness of vaccine in reducing the frequencies of contact when
vaccine reduces the susceptible population and increases immunized population and also reduces the
chance of transmission probability. The incidence rate resurged dramatically in the recent Omicron
period. This is partially due to the lifting of all NPIs after full vaccination and partially due to the waning
of vaccine after full vaccination. More importantly, the incidence of asymptomatic cases increased
consistently when time went by from �rst D614G epoch to Omicron epoch. This is mainly caused by the
advent of vaccine that renders asymptomatic cases become more likely and is also possible due to
different transmissibility and the severe property of SARS-CoV-2 variants. For example, Omicron had high
transmissibility but most of infective are milder than Alpha and Delta.

The estimates of MPTT by SARS-CoV-2 variants revealed the speed of infection pertaining to pre-
symptomatic transmission for different kinds of variants. It is very interesting to note that Omicron
compared with other variants had higher growth rate of infection that is also commensurate with higher
strength of infection in relation to pre-symptomatic transmission. In this sense, the proposed stochastic
process may not only capture the feature of the strength-based reproductive number (R0) model but also
accommodate the speed-based growth rate model, which also provide important information on the
growth rate of natural infection process as emphasized by Anderson et al (2020). More importantly, it
should be also noted that the estimated MPTT from pre-symptomatic to symptomatic phase by variants
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has signi�cant implications for providing the optimal length (day) of quarantine and isolation. Based on
this �nding the length of quarantine can be reduced from Alpha, Delta and Omicron.

The major limitation of this study is pertaining to the generalizability of the proposed methodology. As
Taiwan COVID-19 epidemic is well controlled the empirical data based on community-acquired outbreak
data across SRAS-CoV-2 variants are hardly available. This accounts for why we exploited COVID-19
imported cases for estimating relevant parameters when using the proposed four-state stochastic model.
However, whether the �ndings obtained from imported COVID-19 cases in the current study are similar to
those based on community-acquired outbreak data is still uncertain and is worthy of being investigated in
the future study. The other aspect of generalizability is relevant to whether Taiwan COVID-19 imported
cases can be representative of each variant worldwide. Such an external validation can be made if the
proposed four-state stochastic model can be applied to the imported COVID-19 cases of other countries.

In conclusion, modelling natural infectious process superimposed with the disease axis from symptom-
free to symptomatic states in parallel with the evolution of SARS-CoV-2 variants in chronological order
not only provides new insight into infectious properties of SRAS-CoV-2 variants but also reveals how their
properties are affected by containment measures and the coverage of vaccination.
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Figure 1

Model speci�cation of pre-symptomatic and symptomatic COVID-19 and the realizations of data on
states evolving with time
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Figure 2

Time-varying hazard function with three distributions of pre-symptomatic transmission time
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Figure 3

The posterior mean of incidence of pre-symptomatic cases, median pre-symptomatic transmission time
(MPTT), and the proportion and incidence of asymptomatic case by period
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